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HIGHER RANK NUMERICAL RANGES OF NORMAL MATRICES*
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Abstract. The higher rank numerical range is closely connected to the construction of quantum
error correction code for a noisy quantum channel. It is known that if a normal matrix A 6 Mn
has eigenvalues a i , . . . , an, then its higher rank numerical range Afc(v4) is the intersection of convex
|)olygons with vertices a^ j , . . . ,0^ ^^  , . ^ j , where 1 < j i < • • • < jn-fc4-i < "• I" this paper, it is
shown that the higher rank numerical range of a normal matrix with m distinct eigenvalues can
be written as the intersection of no more than max{m,4} closed half planes. In addition, given a
convex polygon V, a construction is given for a normal matrix A 6 M^ with minimum n such that
\l^{A) = "P. In particular, if T has p vertices, with p > 3, there is a normal matrix A 6 Mn with
71 < max {p + k- 1, 2fc 4- 2} such that Afc(^) = V.
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1. Introduction. Let A7„ be the algebra of n x n complex matrices regarded as
linear operators acting on the n-dimensional Hilbert space C". The classical numerical
range oí A e Mn is defined and denoted by
W{A) = {x*Ax € C : a; G C" with x*x = 1},
which is a useful concept in studying matrices and operators; see [6].
In the context of quantum information theory, if the quantum states are repre-
sented as matrices in M„, then a quantum channel is a trace preserving completely
positive map L : Mn -> M„ with the operator sum representation
(1.1)
¿=i
where E\,... ,Er € M„ satisfy Yl^j^i ^ j^j = n^- The matrices Ex,... ,Er are known
as the error operators of the quantum channel L. A subspace V of C" is a quantum
error correction code for the channel L if and only if the orthogonal projection P G M,,
with range space V satisfies PE*EjP = "fijP for all i, j € {1 , . . . , r}; for example, see
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[7, 8, 9, 15]. In this connection, for I < k < n, researchers define the rank-k numerical
range oí A € M„ by
Ak{A) = {A G C : PAP = XP for some rank-A; orthogonal projection P}
and the joint rank-k numerical range of yli, . . . , Am G M„ by Ak{Ax,..., Am) to be
the collection of complex vectors {ax,.. .,am) G C^ **"^  such that PAjP = ÜJP for a
rank-A: orthogonal projection P G A/„. Evidently, there is a quantum error correction
code V of dimension k for the quantum channel L described in (1.1) if and only if
A f c ( ^ i , . . . , Am) is nonempty for {Ai,..., Am) = {ExEx,ExE2,..., E*Er). Also it is
easy to see that if (ai , . . . ,0^) G Ak{A\,,.. ,Am), then ÜJ G Ak{Aj) for j = 1,... ,m.
When /c = 1, Ak{A) reduces to the classical numerical range Vy(/1).
Recently, interesting results have been obtained for the rank-/c numerical range
and the joint rank-A: numerical range; see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15]. In particular,
an explicit description of the rank-A; numerical range of A G M„ is given in [13],
namely,
(1.2) Ak{A)=
where Xk{X) is the A;th largest eigenvalue of a Hermitian matrix X.
In the study of quantum error correction, there are channels such as the ran-
domized unitary channels and Pauli channels whose error operators are commuting
normal matrices. Thus, it is of interest to study the rank-A: numerical ranges of nor-
mal matrices. Although the error operators of a generic quantum channel may not
commute, a good understanding of the special case would lead to deeper insights and
more proof techniques for the general case.
Civen S ÇC, let conv5 denote the smallest convex subset of C containing 5. For
a normal matrix A G M„ with eigenvalues a i , . . . , a„, it was conjectured in [3, 4] that
(1.3) Ak{A)=
which is a convex polygon including its interior (if it is nonempty). This conjecture
was confirmed in [13] using the description of Ak{A) in (1.2). In our discussion, a
polygon would always mean a convex polygon with its interior.
In this paper, we improve the description (1.3) of the rank-A: numerical range
of a normal matrix. In particular, in section 2 we show that for a normal matrix A
with m distinct eigenvalues, Ak{A) can be written as the intersection of no more than
ma.x{m, 4} closed half planes in C. Moreover, if Ak{A) 7^  0, then it is a polygon with
no more than m vertices. We then consider the "inverse" problem, namely, for a given
polygon V, construct a normal matrix A G A/„ with Ak{A) = V. In other words,
we study the necessary condition for the existence of quantum channels whose error
operators have prescribed rank-A: numerical ranges. It is easy to check that Ak{À) = V
\i A = A®Ik with W{A) = V. Our goal is to find a normal matrix Â with the smallest
size so that Ak{A) = V. To achieve this, we give a necessary and sufficient condition
for the existence of a normal matrix A G M„ so that Ak{A) = P in terms of A:-regular
sets in C (see Definition 3.3). Furthermore, we show that the problem of finding a
desired normal matrix A is equivalent to a combinatorial problem of extending a given
p element set of unimodular complex numbers to a A:-regular set. We then give the
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solution of the problem in section 4. As a consequence of our results, if 'P is a polygon
with p vertices, then there is a normal matrix A e Mn with
n < max {p + k - 1,2k + 2}
such that Ak{A) = V. Moreover, this upper bound is best possible in the sense that
there exists V so that there is no matrix of smaller dimension with rank-Zc numerical
range equal to P.
2. Construction of higher rank numerical ranges. By (1.2), Afc(A) can be
obtained as the intersection of infinitely many closed half planes for a given A £ M„.
Suppose A is normal. By (1.3), one can write Ak{A) as the intersection of (j."i)
convex polygons so that Afc(yl) is a polygon. In particular, it is well known that
Ai{A) = conv {a\,..., Om}, where a i , . . . , am are the distinct eigenvalues of A.
There is a nice interplay between the algebraic properties of 4^ e M„ and the
geometric properties of AI(J4) = iy(.A). For instance, Ai(^) is always nonempty;
Ai{A) is a singleton if and only if yl is a scalar matrix; Ai{A) is a nondegenerate
line segment if and only if >! is a nonscalar normal matrix and its eigenvalues lie on a
straight line. Unfortunately, these results have no analogs for Ak{A) if/c > 1. First, the
set Ak{A) may be empty (see [12]); there are nonscalar matrices A such that Ak{A)
is a singleton, and there are nonnormal matrices A such that Afc(A) is a line segment.
Even for a normal matrix A, it is not easy to determine whether Ak{A) is empty, a
point, or a line segment without actually constructing the set Ak{A). Moreover, there
is no easy way to express the vertices of the polygon Ak{A) (if it is nonempty) in terms
of the eigenvalues of the normal matrix ^ as in the case of Ai(A). Of course, one can
use (1.3) to construct Ak{A) for the normal matrix A, but the number of polygons
needed in the construction will grow exponentially for large n and k. In the following,
we will study efficient ways to generate Ak{A) for a normal matrix A £ M„. While it
is difficult to use the eigenvalues of A to determine the set Ak{A), it turns out that
we can use half planes determined by the eigenvalues to generate Ak{A) efficiently. In
the following, we will focus on the following problem.
PROBLEM 2.1. Determine the minimum nximber of half planes needed to construct
Ak{A) using the eigenvalues of the normal matrix A £ M„.
We will show that, for a normal matrix A with m distinct eigenvalues, Ak{A)
either is empty or is a polygon with at most m vertices. In fact, by examining the
location of the eigenvalues of A on the complex plane, one may further reduce the
number of half planes needed to construct Ak{A).
Suppose the eigenvalues oi A £ Mn are coUinear. Then by a translation, followed
by a rotation, we may assume that A is Hermitian with eigenvalues a\ > • • • > a«.
Then we have Ak{A) = [an-k+i^o.k]. So we focus on those normal matrices whose
eigenvalues are not collinear.
Let us motivate our result with the following examples, which can be verified by
using (1.3).
Example 2.2. Let A = diag (l,u), w^,... ,u;"-i) with w = e^"/". Then, for k <
7i/2, we have Ak{A) = n^JI^Hj, where
and only a small part of conv {w^~^,w^~^'^''} lies in Afc(^ ) (see Figure 1).
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-0,1 -C.6 -04 -ai 0 02 04 as as
with n = 9 in Example 2.2 A
FIG. 1.
with n = 9 in Example 2.2
More generally, we have the following.
Example 2.3. Let ai,... ,an be the eigenvalues of yl G M„ with n > 3. Suppose
conv{ai, . . . , a„} = P is an n-sided convex polygon containing the origin in the
interior. We may assume that a i , . . . , a„ are arranged in the counterclockwise direction
on the boundary of P. For j G { 1 , . . . , n} , let Lj be the line passing through ÜJ and
Oj+fc, where aj+t = üj+k-n li j + k > n, and let Uj he the closed half plane determined
by Lj which does not contain ae for j < £ < j -\- k. Then
1 r , • . I
[ • Ak{A)=f]Hj.
.7 = 1
Note that each Hj in Example 2.3 contains exactly 7i - fc -t-1 eigenvalues of A.
The situation is more complicated if Ai{A) is not an n-sided convex polygon for
the normal matrix A G M„.
Example 2.4. Suppose B = d i a g ( l , î , - 1 , - ¿ , 2 , 2 i , - 2 , - 2 ¿ , 3 , 3 i , - 3 , - 3 i ) . One
can see from Figure 2 that the eigenvalues l , z , - l , - ¿ are interior points of
while these eigenvalues are the vertices of A3(ß).
• : . V
-î -I 0 I J 3
A
Mm
\7
-S -! -1 1 2 > 4
FIG. 2.
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To deal with normal matrices A G M„ as in Example 2.4 that Ai{A) is not an
n-sided convex polygon, we need to construct some half spaces using the eigenvalues
of the normal matrix A. To do this, we introduce the following. Given any two distinct
complex numbers a and b, let L{a,b) be the (directed) line passing through a and b.
The closed half plane
H{a,b) = {z£C:lm{{h-ä){z-a))>0}
is called the left closed half plane determined by L{a,b). For example, H{O,i) = {z €
C : Re {z) < 0} and H{i, 0) = {z € C : Re (2) > 0}. Note that in Example 2.2, the set
Tij is, indeed, the closed half plane H{w^,w^'^''). Note that L{a,b) ^ L{b,a). In our
discussion, it is sometimes convenient to write
H{a,b) = {2 G C : Re{e-'h) < Re{e~'^a)}
with ^ = arg(6 — a) — 7r/2. Also we use Ho{o.,b) to denote the left open half plane
determined by L{a,b), i.e., Ho{a,b) = H{a,b) \L{a,b).
We have the following result showing that, for a normal matrix A G M„ with m
distinct eigenvalues, Ak{A) can be written as the intersection of at most max{m,4}
half spaces. Even without any knowledge about the final shape of the set Ak{A), one
can use 7n(m — 1) half spaces to generate Ak{A). Evidently the construction is more
efficient than the construction using (1.2) or (1.3). Furthermore, we can conclude that
Ak{A) is either an empty set, a singleton, a line segment, or a nondegenerate polygon
with at most m vertices.
THEOREM 2.5. Let A G M „ be normal with distinct eigenvalues a i , . . . ,0^ that
are not collinear. Let S be the set of index pairs {r,s) such that H{ar,as) contains at
least n — k -]- \ eigenvalues (counting multiplicities) of A and
So = {{r,s) G iS : Ho{ar,as) contains at most
71 — fc — 1 eigenvalues (counting multiplicities) }.
Then
(2.1) Ak{A)= fl H{ar,as)= f| //(a,, a,).
(T-.s)eS (r,s)65,i
Moreover, Ak{A) can be written as the intersection of at most max{m, 4} half planes
H{ar,aa) with {r,s) G So.
Proof In the first part of the proof, we assume that A G M„ has n eigenval-
ues ai,... ,a„. For notational simplicity, we write H{ar,as) = H{r,s), Ho{ar,as) =
Ho{r,s), and L{ar,as) = L{r,s) for any two distinct eigenvalues ar and a« of A. For
each (r, s) G <S, since H{r, s) is convex and contains at least 7i — fc -f 1 eigenvalues of
A, by (1.3), we have
Ak{A) = P I conv{aji,...,aj,,_^_j.j} Ç / / ( r , S ) .
It follows that
(2.2) • Ak{A)ç fl H{r,s).
{r,s)eS
To prove the reverse inclusion of (2.2), note that if 2 is a point not in Ak{A),
then 2 will lie outside a convex polygon which equals the convex hull of ?i — fc -(- 1
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eigenvalues of A. So it suffices to show that the convex hull W of any n - fc + 1
eigenvalues of A can be written as an intersection of half planes, W = n^j^iH{rj,Sj)
for some (ri, s i ) , . . . , {re, se) € S. We consider the following three cases.
Case 1. Suppose W is a singleton. Then W = {a^} for some eigenvalue ar with
multiplicity at least 7Î - fc + 1. Since the eigenvalues of A are noncollinear, there are
eigenvalues a« and at such that ür, as, and at are not collinear. Then
W = H{r,s)r\H{s,r)r\H{r,t)nH{t,r).
Case 2. Suppose W is a nondegenerate line segment. In this case, W =
conv{or,as} for some eigenvalues ar and a« with ür ^ Oj. Since the eigenvalues
of A are noncollinear, there is another eigenvalue at such that ar, as, and a« are
not collinear. Without loss of generality, we assume that at € H{r,s). Otherwise, we
interchange a^  and as- Then
W = H{r,s)nH{s,r)nH{s,t)r\H{t,r). .'
Case 3. Suppose W is a nondegenerate polygonal disk. We may relabel the eigen-
values of A and assume that W has vertices oi , . . . ,aq arranged in the counterclock-
wise direction, where ç > 3. For convenience of notation, we will let a^+i = ai and
H{q,q +I) = H{q,l). Then
W = f ) H{t,t + l).
l<t<q
Thus, the first equality in (2.1) is proved. To prove the second equality in (2.1), we
claim the following.
Claim. For each (r,s) G «S \So, there exist two ordered pairs ( r i , s i ) and (r2,S2)
in So such that H{ri,si) r\H{r2,S2) Ç Ho{r,s).
Once the claim is proved, all the half planes H{r, s) with (r, s) e 5 \ 5o are not
needed in the intersection Ç\i^^ ^^^gH{ar,as), and hence the second equality in (2.1)
holds.
To prove the claim, suppose {r,s) & S\So- Then Ho{r,s) contains at least n -
fc eigenvalues of A. By a translation followed by a rotation, we may assume that
H{r, s) = {z EC : Im z > 0}, and we can relabel the index of eigenvalues so that, for
1 < j < 'I - 1, either Ima^ > Imoj+i or Imoj = Ima_,+i with Reoj > Reoj+i. Let
U = cony {a\,. ..,an-k] and V = conv {a„_fc+i,... ,a„}.
Then U and V are disjoint if a„_fc ^^  «7,-^+1 ox U r\V = {an-k} if a„_fc = a„_fc+i.
By the assumption, U Ç Ho{r,s) and {07-,as} ç V. Define the set
W = conv {ai - aj : I < i < n - k < j < n] = [u - V . u ÇLU and v s V},
which is a convex polygon. Note that W Ç {a: e C : Im {z) > 0} since Im (aj -aj) >0
for all 1 < i < n - fc < j < n. By the facts that U and V can intersect in at most one
l)oint and that the union U UV cannot be contained in any line, the set W does not
lie in any line that passes through the origin, and the point 0 can only either be an
extreme point of W or is not in W. Under these conditions, one can find two extreme
points Wl and W2 in W with Im {ÍV1W2) 7^  0 such that
(2.3) Im (îDi w) > 0 > Im {iv2w) for all weW.
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Since wx is an extreme point in W, there are eigenvalues a^^ e U and a^ G V such
that Wx = as¡ - ar¡. Then (2.3) gives . .• •
Im(âgi - äri)(u - Or,) > 0 and Im(âri - âsi)(D - OsJ > 0
for all It G t/ and v GV, and thus, U C H{rx,sx) and V Ç H{sx,rx). With the fact
that Or, and a^, lie in the line L{ri,sx), the closed half plane H{rx,si) contains at
least 7i — A; + 1 eigenvalues of A while the open half plane Ho{rx, «l) contains at most
n — A: — 1 eigenvalues. Therefore, (ri,Si) € «So. By a similar argument, one can show
that there are eigenvalues a^j G U and ag., G V such that W2 = o,r.¿ — a^ .^ Then (2.3)
yields
Im(är2 - äs2)(w - Osj) < 0 and Im(äs2 - âr2)(u — Or^ ) < 0
for all M G ZV and u G V. Thus, U Ç H{r2,S2) and V Ç H{s2,r2), and one can
conclude that (r2,S2) € 5o. Observe that the two lines L{rx,s\) and L{r2,S2) are
not parallel as Im (an - äsi)(aa2 - Or^ ) = \Ta{wxW2) ^ 0. Using the fact that the
two distinct eigenvalues a,, and a^ are in V, which is contained in the intersection
H{sx,rx) n H{s2,r2), one can conclude that the intersection H{rx,sx) n H{r2,S2)
must lie in Ho{r, s), the interior of H{r, s). Therefore, the claim holds.
Next we turn to the last part of the theorem. It is trivial that if Ak{A) is an empty
set, a singleton, or a nondegenerate line segment, then at most four half planes are
needed in the construction of Ak{A).
Suppose A has m distinct eigenvalues ax, • • • ,am and Ak{A) is a nondegenerate
polygon. Let T be a minimal subset of So such that Ak{A) = C\(^^g)ç.-YH{r,s). Since
T is minimal, the half planes H{r,s), {r,s) £ T, are all distinct. We may further
assume that for all {r,s) G T, {ax,... ,am}nL(o,.,as) Ç conv {ar,as}. Since Ak{A) is
a nondegenerate polygon, for each 1 < í < m, there exist at most two pairs (r, s) G T
such that t G {r, s}. Therefore, T contains at most m ordered pairs. D
Example 2.6. Let A = diag(O,0,1, l , i ) . Then
= [0,1] = ^(0,1) n //(1,0) n H{l,i) n H{i, 0),
and the intersection of any two half planes H{ar,as) is nonempty. This example also
shows that one cannot replace max{m, 4} by m in the conclusion in Theorem 2.5.
Example 2.7. Let A = d i a g ( l , - l , i , - z ) . Then
A2(^) = {0} = / / ( I , - 1 ) n H{-i, 1) n H{i, ~i) n H{-i, i),
and A2{A) cannot be written as an intersection of less than four half planes H{ar, Og).
COROLLARY 2.8. Suppose A e Mn is normal such that W{A) is an n-sided
polygon containing the origin as its interior point. Let vx,... ,Vn be the vertices of
W{A) having arguments 0 < ^i < • • • < C„ < 27r. If k < n/2, then Ak{A) is an
n-sided convex polygon obtained by joining Vj and Vj+k, where Vj+k = Vj+k-n if
j -\-k> n.
By Theorem 2.5, it is easy to see that the boundary of Ak{A) is subsets of the union
of line segments of the form conv{ar,as} such that a,, and as satisfy the H{ar,as)
condition. However, it is not easy to determine which part of the line segment actually
belongs to Ak{A) as shown in Examples 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. By Theorem 2.5, if the nor-
mal matrix A G M„ has m distinct eigenvalues, we need no more than max{m, 4} half
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planes H{ar,as) to generate Ak{A). Can one determine these half planes effectively?
We will answer this question by presenting an algorithm in section 5 based on the
discussion in this section.
3. Matrices with prescribed higher rank numerical ranges. We study the
following problem in this section.
PROBLEM 3.1. Let k > I be a positive integer, and let V be a p-sided polygon
in C Construct a normal matrix A with the smallest size (dimension) such that
Ak{A) = V.
If V degenerates to a line segment joining two points «i and a2, then the smallest
n to get a normal matrix with Ak{A) = V is n = 2k if ai and 02 are distinct and
n = fc if ai = a2. So we focus on the case when the polygon V is nondegenerate.
A natural approach to Problem 3.1 is to reverse the construction of Ak{A) in
Example 2.3. Suppose we have a nondegenerate p-sided polygon V with vertices
Vi,...,Vp.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 lies in the interior of V and that
the arguments of Vj in [0, 2TT) are arranged in ascending order. Our goal is to use the
support line Lj which passes through Í;J,WJ+I for j = 1,. . . ,p, where Vp+i = ui, to
construct A = diag (a i , . . . , ap) such that Ak{A) = V. Note that if the desired values
a i , . . . , ap exist and are arranged in a counterclockwise direction, then (by proper
numbering) the line Lj will coincide with the line passing through a^ and aj+k, where
aj+k = Oj+fc-p if j + fc > p. Consequently, aj will lie at the intersection of Lj and Lj-k,
where Lj-k = Lj-k+p if j - fc < 0. Consequently, there exists A = diag (a i , . . . ,ap)
satisfying Ak{A) = Vii the following hold.
(1) fc < p/2.
(2) There exist a i , . . . , ap € C such that
( 2 a ) Lj n L , - f c = {aj} for j = l,...,p,
(2b) a i , . . . , ap have arguments 6 < • • • < Cp in the interval [^ 1, 1^ + 27I-) and
0 lies in the interior of their convex hull.
Note that by Theorem 2.5, A has the smallest dimension among all normal ma-
trices B such that Ak{B) = V.
Clearly conditions (1) and (2a) are necessary in the above construction. From the
following example, one can see that the above construction also fails when condition
(2b) is not satisfied.
Example 3.2. Let P he the 5-sided polygon with vertices {vi,..., V5} = {2 + i, 1 +
2i, —1 -H 3z, —1 — Î, 3 — ¿}; see Figure 3. Then, with fc = 2, we have
•
{au . . . ,a5} = {-1 + 4t, 7 - i, - 1 + 7i,4 - i, (5 + 5i)/3},
which does not satisfy the condition (2b). Clearly, for A = diag(ai, . . . ,a5), A2{A)
lies in the convex hull of {a\,..., as}, which does not contain V.
Conditions (2a) and (2b) motivate the following definition.
DEFINITION 3.3. Let Ü = {z £ C : \z\ = 1}. A subset H = {ai,...,am}, with
distinct Q i , . . . , am £ ^, is k-regular if every semicircular arc of ü without endpoints
contains at least fc elements in II.
Given distinct a i , a2 £ ÍÍ, a2/a\ = e'" for a unique 0 < Ö < 27r. Then [01,02] =
{e''ai : 0 < t < 6} is the closed arc on Í) from ai to Q2 in the counterclockwise
direction. Also define the open arc
(01,02) = [«1,
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-2 -1 O 1 2 3 4 5 B 7
leal axis
The polygon V
FIG. 3.
The value 6 is called the length of these intervals. Suppose \ < k < n and 11 Ç 0 .
Then 11 is fc-regular if, for each a G II, {a, —a) n 11 contains at least fc elements.
Note that if 11 = [e'^' •• \ < j < n) with distinct 6 . • • • >ín € [0, 2-ÏÏ), then II is
fc-regular if and only if, for each r = 1 , . . . , n, there are 1 < ji < • • • < JA.- < n such
that
(3.1) e^i\...,é^'^ <
For this reason, a set {^i,...,4n} Q [0,27r) of n distinct numbers is also called fc-
regular if {e'^' : 1 < j < 72} is fc-regular as defined in Definition 3.3. For Ç, £,' G [0,27r),
[4,4'] will denote the subset {i G [0,2?:) : e'* G [e'í,e'^']}; the intervals [£,,(,'), {(,,(,']
and {(,,£,') will also be defined similarly.
In Example 2.2, a direct computation shows that, for 1 < r, fc < n.
'ú r -\- k < n,
2kTT/n - 27r if r + fc > n.
Therefore, the set {4 i , . . . , ín} is fc-regular, and Ak{A) is nonempty for 1 < fc <
n/2. Otherwise, the set {^l,... ,4„} is not fc-regular, and Ak{A) is either empty or a
singleton.
In the following, we need an alternate formulation of (1.2). For any d, Ç G R,
consider the closed half plane
(3.2) ^.{d, 0 = {M e C : Re (e-'^/i) < d}
and its boundary, which is the straight line
(3.3) C{d, 0 = dU{d, 0 = {/i G C : Re (e-'«/i) = d].
For A G Mn, let ReA = {A + A*)/2. Then (1.2) is equivalent to
Ak{A) =
The following result is easy to verify.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let Ae Mn and Ak{A) = Oi'ri{hL{dj,Íj) i^ 0, where
is defined as in (3.2) for some (¿i , . . . , d^ € R and distinct i i , . . . , 4m ^ [0,27r).
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(a) We have 0 G Ak{A) if and only if di,.. .,dm > 0, and 0 is an interior point
of Ak{A) if and only if di,... ,dm > 0.
(b) If ß ^ re'^ with r > 0 and ^ € R, then Ak{nA) = n'JliH{rdj,^j + Ç) and
Ak{A + ßl) = njl,n{dj + rcos(Ç - ^j),^j).
In connection to Problem 3.1, we have the following.
T H E O R E M 3.5. Suppose V = 0^=1 '^{dj,^j) is a nondegenerate p-sided polygon,
where 'H{dj,^j) is defined as in (3.2) with di,...,dp G M and distinct ^ i , . . . , Ç p G
[0,27r). Let q be a nonnegative integer. The following two statements are equivalent:
(I) There is a {p-\- q) x {p + q) normal matrix A such that Ak{A) = V.
(II) There are distinct Çp+i , . . . ,^p+q G [0,27r) such that {^i,... ,^p+q} is k-
regular.
Notice that a necessary condition for the set 0^=1 ^{dj,^j) to be a nondegenerate
polygon is that
(3.4) {e'«S...,e'i''} is 1-regular.
By Proposition 3.4, one may assume that 0 lies in the interior of V in our proofs.
However, it is equally convenient for us not to impose this assumption so that we
need not verify dj > 0 in 'H{dj,^j) in our proofs.
To prove Theorem 3.5, we need some lemmas.
LEMMA 3.6. Let A = diag(ai,.. .,a„) and 1 < ni < ri. Suppose the eigenvalues
,an are in Ak{A) but not extreme points of Ak{A). Then
Ak{diag{ai,...,am)) = Ak{A).
Proof It suffices to show that if a„ is in Ak{A) but not an extreme point of Ak{A),
then Afc(diag(ai,...,a„_i)) = Ak{A).
Suppose a„ satisfies the above assumption. Clearly Afc(diag(ai,... ,a„_i)) is a
subset of Ak{A). On the other hand, for any 1 < ji < • • • < jn-k < n - 1, Ak{A) Ç
conv {oj,,...,aj^^_¡,,a„}. Since o„ is not an extreme point of Ak{A), it follows that
o„ lies in conv {oji,..., Oj,, j , a„} but is not its extreme point. Therefore,
conv {oj , , . . . , aj,,_j } = conv {oj , , . . . , aj„_^, a„}.
Thus,
^k{A) = f|{conv {oj , , . . . , aj,._,^j} : 1 < ji < • • • < jn-k < jn-k+i < n}
cf|{conv{aj, , . . . ,aj„_,,a„} : 1 < ji < • • • < jn-k < n - 1}
= f |{conv {aj,,..., aj,^_,} : 1 < ji < • • • < jn-k < n - 1}
= Ait(diag(ai , . . . ,a„_i)) . D
The next lemma shows that if a convex polygon V is the intersection of half planes
'H{dj,(^j) ioT j = 1,..., m, such that the set {Ci, . . . , Cm } is "almost" fc-regular (in the
sense that {Ci,... ,Cm} is fc-regular if we count the multiplicity of each element in the
set), one may replace these half planes by JI other half planes H ( J J , C J ) for j = 1,. . . ,n ,
71 > m, with Q 7¿ Ci for all i ^ j , such that {Cii.. • iCn} is fc-regular and the boundary
C{djXj) of 'H{dj,Q) touches the polygon V for each j = I,... ,n.
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose V = r)f^i'H{dj, Q) such that 0 < Ci < • • • < Cm < 27r, and,
for each r = 1 , . . . , m, there arel < ji < • • • < jk < m such that C j , , . . . , Cjk € (Cr, Cr +
n). For every n > m, there exist d i , . . . , ¿„ G R and distinct Ci , . . . , Cn £ [0,27r) with
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{Ci> • • •, Cn} being k-regular such that { d , . . . , <„} Ç { 0 , . . . , (^„}, V = n'^=i
and V n C{dj,C,j) / 0 for each j = 1,... ,n.
Proof Set Ci =: Cii and for s G {2,...,m}, let G = C« if C - i < C- For the
remaining values, we have ^s_i = Cs> and we can set
Cs-tl = Cs-tl-l-1 = • • • = Cs = • • • = Cs + Í2 <
for some ti > 1 and Í2 > 0. Let Í = min{j : Q > Cs-ti +7r}. Then we can replace Ç,s+
by C,s+j = Cs-i-j + Êj for sufficiently small e^  > 0 for j = - i i -I-1, - t i -|- 2 , . . . , 0 , . . . ,
such that
After this modification, ^l,. - - ,^rn are distinct, and {^i,..., 7^71} is fc-regular. If n > m,
one can always pick distinct C77,+i,..., Cn 6 [0,27r) \ {Cii • • • > Cm} so that {Ci> • • • 1 C71}
forms a fc-regular set. Finally, let dj = max^g-p Re(e~'^-'/x) for j = 1 , . . . ,n. Clearly
we have VnC{dj,^j) ^ 0 and V Ç 'H{dj,C,j) for all j . By construction, {^1,... ,^ 771} Q
{Ci,... ,<7.}, and P = nf^,H{dj,(:j) = r\]^,n{dj,Cj)-
We can now present the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let V = 0^=1 '^{dj-.i.j) be a nondegenerate p-sided poly-
gon, where d i , . . . ,c/p G R and £,i,-.-,£,p € [0,27r).
Suppose (I) holds. We may assume that A = diag {a\,..., ap+q) and Ak{A) — V.
By Lemma 3.6, one can remove the eigenvalues of A in Ak{A) that are not extreme
points of Afe(.í4) to get A G M„ for some positive integer n < p + ç so that Ak{A) =
Afc(^). We have the following.
Claim. There are / i , . . . , / „ G R and Ci.---.Cn e [0,27r) such that Ak{À) =
r\j-i'H{fj,C,j). Furthermore, for each r = 1 , . . . ,n, there exist 1 < j i < • • • < j / : < n
such that Cji > • • •. Cji € (Cr, C,r + TT).
Once the claim holds. Lemma 3.7 will ensure that Ak{À) = rf^^\'H{dj,£,j) for
some ¿I,..., dp+q G R and a fc-regular set {|i,. . . , ip+g } with
^j) ^V = Ak{A) = Ak{Ä) = n^^tí
j=i
and {^1,... ,^p} Ç {11, . . . ,|p+q}. Thus, we can take ^p+i, . . . ,^p+q G [0,27r) so that
{Ci,.. .,^p+g} = {11, . . . ,|p+<,}. Therefore, (II) holds.
For notational convenience, we assume that A = A in the claim so that every
eigenvalue of A is either an extreme point of Ak{A) or does not lie in Ak{A).
We first construct Ci , . . . , Cn € [0,27r) and / i , . . . , / „ G R. For r = 1 , . . . , n, let Tr
be the set containing all £, G [0,2?:) such that the closed half plane 'H(Re(e~'^ar),0
contains at least n — fc -I-1 eigenvalues of A. As ar is either an extreme point of Ak{A)
or not in Ak{A), there is a C £ [0,27r) such that Re(e~'^ar) > Ai;(Re(e~'^yl)), and
hence the half plane H(Re(e~*^ar),C) contains at least n - fc + 1 eigenvalues. Then
Fr is always nonempty. Furthermore, by the definition of Fr, the set Fr is a union of
closed arcs of f2. Clearly
çer.
Also the above intersection, which contains V, is a nondegenerate conical region. Then
Fr is contained in some open semicircular arc of fl; otherwise, the above intersection
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of half planes is equal to the singleton {ar}. As Tr is a union of closed arcs in some
open semicircular arc of Ü, there exists a unique ^r G Fr such that
(3.5) I r rÇ(Cr-7r ,Cr] .
Let fr = Be{e-'^'ar) for 1 < r < n. We show that Ak{A) = 0"=! •^(/j.O)-
Suppose T is a minimal subset of <So such that Ak{A) = f],.^^^^-j-H{ar,ag). We may
further assume that, for all {r,s) G T, {ax, •.. ,am} <~^ L{ar,as) Ç conv{ar,as}. For
each (r, s) € T, write H{ar,aa) = 'W(R.e(e"''^ar),C) with C = arg(as - ar) - 7r/2.
Then (^ G Fr. We claim that (^ = ^r- Suppose not. By the above assumption on a^,
one can see that for a sufficiently small e > 0, the half plane 'H{Re{e~^''ar),Ô with
^ = (^ - e will contain all eigenvalues of A that are in H{ar,ag), i.e., ^ G F^. With
(3.5), we have
Ak{A) Ç n{Re {e-'^'ar), Cr) n n{Re (e-'^a,), Ô Ç Ho{ar, a^) U {ar}.
So L{ar, as)i^Ak{A) contains at most one point. But this contradicts the fact that (r, s)
is an element in the minimal subset T. Therefore, C = Cr^  Then, for each (r, s) G T,
H{ar,as) = 'H{fr,C,r), and so .
Thus, Ak{A) = 0^=1 ^( / j i 0)i and the first part of the claim holds.
To prove the second part of the claim, without loss of generality, we may assume
that Or = 0 and Cr = 0. Then /r = 0, and
Thus, the closed left half plane contains at least n — A: -f 1 eigenvalues of A. Suppose
that the closed right half jilane -H contains eigenvalues a^,,..., a^ ,, of A with Ç,j, ^ 0
for Í = 1 , . . . , g and C,j, = 0 for í = p - I -1 , . . . , /i for some g < h. Fix a sufficiently small
e > 0. We choose g -\-\ < Í <h so that
' 'a j ,)= max
Then {a>,,+ , , . . . , aj,^} Ç H(Re (e~"aj, ), e). On the other hand, this closed half plane
H(Re (e^'^Oj,. ), e) also contains all eigenvalues of A that are in the left open half plane.
Thus, this closed half plane •^(Re (e~"oj,), e) has at least n- g eigenvalues of A. On
the other hand, by (3.5), e ^ Fj,, and so 'W(Re(e~"aj,),e) can have at most n - A:
eigenvalues. Thus, we have g > k.
Now for each í = 1 , . . . , A:, let ¿t = Re{aj,). Then dt > 0, and H Ç H(¿t,O).
Thus, the closed half plane 'W(dt, 0) contains at least n - A: -I-1 eigenvalues of ^4, i.e.,
Cr = 0 G Tj,. Recall that Cj, 7^  0. By (3.5), one see that
Cr e (Cj, -7r,C>,) fori = 1,...,A:.
Equivalently Cjn • • •. Cjt € (Cr, Cr + TT). Thus, our claim is proved, and (II) holds.
Suppose now (II) holds, namely, there are distinct ^p+x, •.. ,^p+q such that
{^1,..., ^p+q} is A:-regular. For j = p - I -1 , . . . ,p 4- </, define
dj = max
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Then V Ç'H{dj,^j), and so
j=l 3 = 1
with n = p + Ç. By Lemma 3.7, we may assume that V D C{dj,^j) ^ 0 for all
j = 1 , . . . ,n and that 0 < ^i < • • • < ^„ < 27r such that condition (3.1) holds. For
each r = 1,. . . ,n , let
and A = diag ( a i , . . . ,a„). Then
'^^^ ar) = dr and
Note that a^ £ C{dr,^r) n C{dr+k,Cr+k) is the vertex of the conical region 'H{dr,^r)
'H{dr+k,&+k), which contains V. Therefore,
-'«' (a^ -n))>Q, and Re (e-'«'^+''(a^ - /i)) > 0
for all n £V. Since í,r+k £ {í,r,^r + ^f), we have
(3.6) Re(e~'^ar) > maxRe(e~*^ju) for all 4 e [Cr,4r+fc]-
Let /Xj £ C{dj,^j)ri'PioTj = r,r-\-k. As ^r+k £ {^r,ír + TT), we have /ir = ar -¿e*^'6^
and ßr+k = Or + ie'^ '^ +^Cr for some br, Cr > 0. Note that
'^{ßr - ar)) = 6rSin(^r - 0 > 0 for all ^ e [^ ^ - T , ^ , ] ,
and
Re{e-'^{fir+k - ar)) = CrSin(Ç - ^r+k) > 0 for all ^ G [ír+fc.^r+fc + TT].
Since {^1, • . . , ^n } is fc-regular, it is easily seen that
[0,27r) \ [^ r,.er+fc] - [^ r - Tr,^,) U {^r+k,Ír+k + TT].
Therefore, for ^ £ [0, 2TT) \ [£,r, ^r+fc], we have
maoc{Re (e-'«(/i^ - ar)), Re {e-'^ßr+k - ar))} > 0.
Moreover, we have
(3.7) V ' « ^
Let ^ € [0,27r). Then ^ € [^s,^s+i) for some s € { l , . . . , n } . It follows that
Í £ [^r,^r+k] for r = s - fc + 1 , . . . , s, and ^ e [0,27r) \ [Cr, (^ r+fc] for other r. By (3.6)
and (3.7),
min Re(e"'^ar) > maxRe(e~'^/x) > max Re(e~'^ar).
r€{s-fc+l,...,s} ~ ß&P rí{s-k+l s]
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Thus, Xk{R.e{e'''^A)) = minrg{s-fc+i,...,s} Re{e^^^ar), and so
Hence, V Ç Ak{A). Furthermore, if ^  = ^s, then R.e(e~'^'as) = dg. Thus,
Xk{R.e {e~'^'A)) = min
It follows that
i€[0,27r)
Ç Pi 'H{Xk{Re{e-'^'A)),^s)c f] n{ds,^s) = V.
l<s<n l<s<n
Thus, V = Ak{A). D
By Theorem 3.5, Problem 3.1 is equivalent to the following combinatorial problem,
whose solution will be given in the next section.
PROBLEM 3.8. Suppose { 6 , - - , í p } Q [0,27r) is l-regular. Fork > 1, determine
the smallest nonnegative integer q so that {^l,... ,Çp+g} is k-regular for some distinct
G [0,27r).
4. Solutions for Problems 3.1 and 3.8. In this section, we give the solutions
for Problems 3.1 and 3.8. Given a nonempty set II = {^i,... ,Çp} Ç Q, Problem 3.8
is equivalent to the study of the smallest nonnegative integer q so that {^l,... ,^p+q}
is fc-regular for some distinct ^p+i, . . . ,ip+g G ft. We have the following.
THEOREM 4 .1 . Let k > I be a positive integer and U. be a p element subset ofVt,
including s pairs of antipodal points: {ß\, -ßi},..., {ßs, -ßa}, where p > 3 and s > 0.
Suppose n is l-regular but not k-regular and q is the minimum number of points in
í) that one ean add to U. to form a k-regular set.
(a) If k > p — s, then
k -i- I - p if s = 0,
fc + 2 - p ^ ^ s > 0 .
(b) If k < p~s, then q is the smallest nonnegative integer t such that one can remove
t nonantipodal points from II to get a {k — t)-regular set. More precisely,
q =min{i G N : 11 \ {/3i, -ßi,.. .,ßs, -ßs) has a t-element • ,~ '
(4.2) subset T such that U\T is {k- t ) - r e g u l a r } .
Consequently
(4.3) • 9<min{2fc + 2 - p , f c - 1 } .
The inequality in (4.3) becomes an equality if U = { l , i , - 1 , Q 4 , . . . , ap} , where
Q4, . . . , Qp lie in the open lower half plane.
Several remarks concerning Theorem 4.1 are in order. If condition (a) in the
theorem holds, then the value q can be determined immediately. However, it is im-
portant to consider two cases depending on whether II has pairs of antipodal points
as illustrated by the following.
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Example 4.2. Suppose Si = {l,w,w'^,w^} with w = e^"/^. Then Q ^ - / Í for
any two elements a,ßeSi, and adding w'^ to Si results in a 2-regular set. Suppose
52 = {1, - 1 , ¿, -i}. Then we need to add at least two points, say, z,-z e d\ S2, to
get a 2-regular set.
Suppose condition (b) in the theorem holds. We can determine the value q by
taking t nonantipodal elements away from II at a time and checking whether the
resulting set is (fc — i)-regular. The value q can then be determined in no more than
EfJo^* ( ""i'" ) = 2^"^' steps. The success of reducing Problem 3.8 to a problem
which is solvable in finite steps depends on Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 4.8.
It would be nice to have a simple formula for q in terms of p, fc, s in case (b) of the
theorem. However, the following example shows that the value q depends not only on
the values p,k,s but also on the relative positions of the points in H.
Example 4.3. Let Si = {l,w,w^,w^,w'^,w^} with w = e '^^ '/'^  and 52 =
{z'^,z^,z'^,z^,z^'^,z^^} with 2 = e^"/^^. Notice that both 5i and 52 contain six
elements and have no antipodal pairs. Furthermore, both of them are 2-regular but
not 3-regular. Clearly, adding w^ to S¡ results in a 3-regular set. However, as each of
the open arcs (2^, —2^), (2^, —2^), and (2'^, —2''') contains only two elements of 52
while the intersection of these three open arcs is empty, at least two elements have to
be added to 52 to form a 3-regular set.
Note that our proofs are constructive; see Lemma 4.7 and Propositions 4.6 and
4.8. One can actually construct a subset 11' Ç fi with q elements so that H U II' is
fc-regular.
By Theorem 4.1, we can answer Problems 3.1 and 3.8 and obtain some additional
information on their solutions. We will continue to use the notation ^{{d,^) defined
in (3.2) in the following.
THEOREM 4.4. For Problem 3.1, if a p-sided polygon V is expressed as V =
nj_j'H(dj,^j) for some di,...,dp G R and i,i,... ,^p G [0,27r), then the minimum
dimension n for the existence of a normal matrix A G M„ such that Ak{A) = V is
equal to p-\- q, where q is determined in Theorem 4.1. Moreover,
(4.4) 7Z < max{2fc-f 2 ,p - l - f c - l } .
The inequality in (4.4) becomes an equality if {^1,^21^3) = (0,7r/2,7r) and ^4,... ,^p
lie in (7r,27r).
We break down the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 in several propositions. We
first give a lower bound for the number of elements in a fc-regular set.
PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose 5 = {QI, . . . , Q „ } CÇÎ is k-regular. Then n>2k-\-l.
Furthermore, if S contains a pair of antipodal points {a, —a}, then n> 2k -\-2.
Proof For any r G { l , . . . ,7 i} , each of the open arcs (Qr , - a r ) and (-Qr,Qr)
contains fc elements of 5. Thus, 72 > 2fc + 1 . For the last statement, if we take ar = a,
then together with a and —a, we see that 7i > 2fc + 2. The proof of the assertion is
complete. D
As shown in Proposition 4.5, the existence of a pair of antipodal points {a, —a}
has implications on the size of a fc-regular set II. The next result together with Propo-
sition 4.5 show that the lower bound in (4.1) is best possible.
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let fc > 1 and U. be ap element subset ofQ containing s pairs
of antipodal points, where p > 3 and s > 0. If H is l-regular but not k-regular and
k > p— s, then one can extend 11 io a k-T^gular set by adding 2fc + 1 — p or 2fc + 2 — p
elements, depending on whether s is zero.
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Proof Assume k > p - s. Suppose first that s > 0. Let TT" be a set containing
(fc - p -t- s -f 1) pairs of antipodal points such that TT" n TT is empty. Take
U' = U"\J-{U\{ßi,-ßi,...,ßs,-ßs}).
Then H' contains (2fc -I- 2 - p) elements. Furthermore, the set TI LJ IT' contains exactly
fc 4- 1 pairs of antipodal points, and hence it is fc-regular. Thus, the result follows if
s > 0 .
Next suppose s = 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 1 G H.
Hence, - 1 G TI'. We now modify IT'. We first delete the point - 1 in TT'. Then for
all other points a G n' , we replace a by e'^a if a lies in the upper open half plane
P = {z e C : lm{z) > 0} and by e~'^ Q if a lies in the lower open half plane - P
with sufficiently small ^ > 0. Then we see that for every a G IT LJ 11', aP still contains
exactly fc elements. Thus, TT LJ TT' is fc-regular. Furthermore, the modified set Tl' has
one fewer point, i.e., Tl' has only 2fc + 1 — p elements. D
A referee pointed out that each (fc - l)-regular set can be enlarged to a fc-regular
set by adding in not more than two extra elements. The following result shows that
sometimes two may not be the minimum number needed.
LEMMA 4.7. Let fc > 1 and U be a subset offl containing at least one nonantipodal
point. The following are equivalent;
(a) One can add a point ß ^ U so that U U {ß} is k-regular.
(b) One can delete a nonantipodal point 7 G 11 .so that Tl \ {7} is (fc — l)-regular.
Here an element Q G Tl ¿.s called a nonantipodal point ofTl if —a ^  H.
Proof Suppose first that (b) holds. Let P = {z G C : lm{z) > 0}. Without
loss of generality, we may cissume that 7 = 1 is a nonantipodal point in TT. Suppose
n \ {7} = {e'^ ' , . . . , e'^'-'} such that
0 ^ Ù ^ ^ Ù ^^ nr ^1^ Ù ^^ ^^ Q ^ O,TT-
<v. \J\ \ • ' • \ "7^1 \ M \ ^tTL-VX *^ ' ' ' *~^  "D—1 *^ ¿àl\ .
As n \ {7} is (fc - l)-regular, by Proposition 4.5, TT \ {7} has p - 1 > 2(fc - 1) + 1
elements. Therefore, for every a G fi, the open half plane aP contains at least fc - 1
elements in H\{7}, and either P or - P contains at least fc elements in n \ { 7 } . Hence,
we have either 7n = fc — 1 or fc<m<p — fc.
Choose ß = e^^, where
[7r + (9„,Öp_i}/2 ifm = fc-l,
27r4-6'i,7r4-öm+i}/2 if fc < m < p - fc.
Now for every a 7^  ±1, the open half plane aP contains at least fc — 1 elements of
Tl \ {7} and either 7 or ß. Hence, aP contains at least fc elements of ü LJ {ß}. On the
other hand, when a = ±1, the open half plane aP contains either fc elements of 11 or
fc - 1 elements of 11 and /?. Again, aP contains at least fc elements of IT LJ {ß}. Thus,
(a) holds.
Conversely, suppose (a) holds. If -ß G TT, then it is easy to see that the set
TT \ {-ß} is (fc - l)-regular. From now onward, we assume that -ß ^ Tl. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that ß = ~\. Furthermore, by replacing TT with the
set {I : ^  G H}, if necessary, we can assume that the number of elements in Tl n P is
greater than or equal to the number of elements in n n ( - P ) . Under this assumption,
the upper open half plane must contain at least one nonantipodal point of 11.
Let 7 be the nonantipodal point in 11 such that 0 < arg(7) < arg(a) for all
nonantipodal points a G TI. Then -y e P. We show that Tl \ {7} is (fc - l)-regular.
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Take any Q G 11 \ {7}. Suppose a G ßP U fP. Then the open half plane aP can
contain at most one of points ß and 7. As the open half plane aP contains at least A:
elements of ü U {ß}, aP contains at least A: — 1 elements of H \ {7}. Thus, n \ {7} is
(A;-l)-regularif n \ { 7 } Ç ßPUfP. Now suppose {U\{'y})\{ßP[J^P) is nonempty,
and let ujx,. • .,ujt he the points in this set. Notice that all of them lie in the upper
open half plane P. Therefore, we may assume that
0 < arg(a;i) < • • • < arg(ait) < arg(7) < TT.
Also, by the choice of 7, wi , . . . ,wt cannot be nonantipodal points, and hence the
points —u)x, • • • 1 ^Wt are in II. Clearly each open half plane UJJP contains at least A:
elements of II U {ß}. Notice that {wjP) \ P contains exactly j elements of II U {/3},
namely, —uix,..., —UJJ-X and ß. Also the set P \ {wjP) contains exactly j elements
of n LJ {ß}, namely, w i , . . . ,Wj. It follows that the half plane lUjP contains the same
number of elements of PU{ß} as the upper half plane P. By Proposition 4.5, nu{/3}
contains at least 2A: + 2 elements. Then, by assumption, the upper open half plane P
contains at least A: + 1 elements of H U {/?}. Thus, every open half plane WjP contains
at least A: -I-1 elements of 11U {yS}, and it contains at least A: — 1 elements of H \ {7}.
Therefore, H \ {7} is a (A: — l)-regular set, and the assertion follows. G
Applying the above lemma inductively (repeatedly), we have the following.
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let k > I and U be a p element subset of Q. containing s
pairs of antipodal points, where p > 3 and s > 0. Suppose p > 2s. For any positive
t < min{A:,p -2s,p - 1}, the following are equivalent:
(a) O n e can add t p o i n t s ß x , . . . , ß t ^ n s o t h a t U U { ß x , . . . , ß t } i s k - r e g u l a r .
( b ) One can delete t nonantipodal points 7 1 , . . . , 7t G H so that II \ { 7 1 , . . . , 7^}
is {k — t)-regular.
Proof Clearly the result holds for í = 1 by Lemma 4.7. Assume the statement
holds for all £ < i. Suppose UU {ßx,... ,ßt} is A:-regular. Let FIi = H U {ßx}. Then
Hi U {ß2,... ,ßt} is A:-regular, and it follows from the assumption that one can find
Í - 1 nonantipodal points 7 1 , . . . ,7f-i G 11 U {^1} such that IIi \ {71 , . . . ,jt-i} is
{k - t + l)-regular. If /3i ^ {71,. •. , 7 t - i } , by applying Lemma 4.7 to the set (H \
{71, . . . ,7t-i})u{/3i}, one can find another nonantipodal point 74 G H i \ { 7 i , . . . ,7 t - i}
so that H \ {71 , . . . , 7t} is (A: - <)-regular. On the other hand, if ßx is one of the jj, say,
ßi = 11, then H \ {72,. . . , 7 É - I } is {k — t -\- l)-regular. In this case, take an arbitrary
element 7t G H\{72, . . . ,7 f - i} , and apply Lemma 4.7 to the set (H\{72,. . . ,7(})U{7i};
one can find another nonantipodal point 7^+1 so that the set n \ {72,.. . ,7(-|-i} is
(A: — f)-regular. Then (b) follows. The proof of (b) implying (a) can also be done by
induction in a similar way. G
Suppose k < p~s. Given a p element subset II of fi containing s pairs of antipodal
points, ßx, —ßi, • . . , ßs, —ßs with s > O, which is not A:-regular, the set obtained from
H by deleting all p — 2s nonantipodal points is an (s — l)-regular set. On the other
hand, if H does not have any pair of antipodal points, then A: < p — 1, and one can
always delete A: elements to form a 0-regular set. In both cases, one sees that the
following minimum always exists:
q =min{i G N : H \ {ßx, —ßx, • • • ,ßs, ~ßs} has a í-element
subset T such that H \ T is (A: — i)-regular}.
By Proposition 4.8, one can always add this minimum number q of points to H to
form a A;-regular set. Furthermore, this number q is optimal in the sense that one
cannot add fewer than q elements to do so.
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By definition, ç is a positive integer bounded above by min{fc,p-2s}. The follow-
ing proposition gives more information about the minimum value (4.2) in Theorem 4.1.
PROPOSITION 4.9. Using the notation in Theorem 4.1, if k < p — s, then the value
q in (4.2) exists and satisfies
í
\
fc z / ( p , s ) = (fc + l , O ) o r ( f c + 2 , l ) ,
min{fc - l , p - 2 s } otherwise.
Also q is bounded below by 2k + I - p or 2k + 2 - p, depending on whether s is zero.
Furthermore, q = 2k + I - p if p < fc + 2 with s = 0, and q = 2k + 2 - p if p < fc -I- 3
with s > Q.
Proof. The lower bound can be seen easily from Proposition 4.5. Also the case
when (p, s) = (fc + 1,0) or (fc + 2,1) has already been discussed. Now we assume that
{p,s) ^ {(fc4-l,0),(fc+2,l)}. Consider the case when s > 2. Take í = min{fc-l ,p-2s},
and delete t nonantipodal elements in H. Then the resulting set is (s — l)-regular and
hence (fc - i)-regular as fc - í = max{l, fc - p + 2s} < s - 1. Thus, q <t.
Next we consider the case when s = 1 and p > fc + 3. Let {o, - o } be the
pair of antipodal points in Ft. Since II is 1-regular, there are oi £ (o, —o) n H and
O2 € (-O, o) n n . Pick another fc - 1 nonantipodal points 0 3 , . . . , ak+i in n . The set
n \ {03 , . . . ,Ofc+i} containing {01,02,0, - 0 } is 1-regular. Then g < fc - 1.
Finally consider the case when s = 0 and p > fc -I- 2. We may assume that
n = {e'^J : 1 < j < p} with 0 = Çi < • • • < ^p < 27r. Since II is 1-regular, we can
choose e such that ^e = ma.x{^j : 0 < ^j < TT}. Then 5 = {6,íí ,Cf+i} is 1-regular.
Then any p — A: -I-1 subset of 11 containing 5 is 1-regular. Thus, q < k — 1. D •
Now we are ready to present the following proof.
Proof of Theorems 4.1 and 4.4. The assertions on q and n follow by Propositions
4.6 and 4.8. For the last assertion in Theorem 4.1, we see that, in order to get a
fc-regular set by adding q points to H, we need to add at least fc — 1 points e'^ with
0 < ^ < 7 r . I f 2 f c - h 2 - p > f c - l , then p - 3 < fc, and we need to add extra fc - (p - 3)
points e'^ with n < ^ < 2TT, giving a total o f f c - l - | - f c - ( p - 3 ) = 2 f c + 2 - p points.
This proves the equality in (4.3). The equality in (4.4) now follows readily. D
To close this section, let us illustrate our results by the following example.
Example 4.10. Let the polygon P = conv {l,w,w^,w^,w^,w^,w^,w^} with w =
2 ¿ / 1 2 4
Then V = 0^=1
The polygon V
FIG. 4.
with di = • •• = d^ = cosy^, dj = df, = c o s | , and
TT 37r 57r 77r 97r IITT 157r 2 l7r \
Y ,^ Y ,^ Y2' Î2' 12' I2"'12"'T2"j
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1'
Thus,
In particular, II has two pairs of antipodal points, namely, {e^,e"Tp} and
{e^,e'T^}, i.e., p = 8 and s = 2. By Theorem 4.4 and Proposition 4.9, for fc > 5, a
(2fc -I- 2) X (2fc -I- 2) normal matrix A can be constructed so that Ak{A) = V.
It remains to consider the cases for fc < 4. Clearly 11 is 2-regular. Thus, an 8 x 8
normal matrix A2 can be constructed so that A2(i42) = P- However, n is not fc-regular
for fc > 3.
Now we consider the case fc = 3. Clearly n \ {e^ r^ }^ is 2-regular. Then Theorem
4.4 shows that there is a 9 x 9 normal matrix .A3 such that A3{A3) = V. Indeed,
following the proof of Lemma 4.7, we see that if II' = {e~r^ }, II U II' is 3-regular.
Finally we turn to the case when fc = 4. Notice that II \ {e^,e'Tr} is 2-
regular. Thus, Theorem 4.4 shows that there is a 10 x 10 normal matrix A4 such that
A4 (^4) = V.
In Figure 5, we display the higher rank numerical ranges of A2, A3, and A4. In
the figure, the points "o" correspond to the vertices of the polygon, while the points
"+" correspond to the eigenvalues of the normal matrices.
' • • • - • • • • • .
i
i :..
• /
/
:
\ \ •
\
\ -
V , \ •H
a -2 -1 o 1 2 3 4
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5. An algori thm. In this section, we further present a detailed procedure for
constructing the rank-fc numerical ranges of normal matrices based on the discussion
in section 2.
Given a normal matrix A with m distinct eigenvalues ai,.. .,am, one can easily
construct Ak{A) through the following algorithms.
BASIC ALGORITHM. First construct the set So. For each ordered pair {r,s) with
r < s, count the number of eigenvalues of A (counting multiplicities) in the open
planes Ho{ar,as) and Ho{as,ar).
1. If Ho{ar,as) has at most 7i - fc - 1 eigenvalues while Ho{as,ar) has at most
fc - 1 eigenvalues, then collect the index pair {r,s) in So-
2. If Ho{as,ar) has at most 7x — fc — 1 eigenvalues while Ho{ar,as) has at most
fc - 1 eigenvalues, then collect the index pair (s,7-) in So.
Notice that one can already construct Ak{A) by determining the intersection of all
the half planes H{ar, as) with (r, s) G <So. Nevertheless, one can perform the following
additional steps to simplify the set So before constructing Ak{A).
MODIFIED ALGORITHM 1. Suppose in the basic algorithm that there is an index
pair {p,q) satisfying both (1) and (2), i.e., both pairs {p,q) and {q,p) are in So. Then
Ak{A) is a subset of a line segment. In this case, Ak{A) can be constructed as follows.
Set aj = {üj - ap)/{aq - Op), and define Si = {(r, s) e So : Im (â^) / Im {as)}. If
S\ = 0, then Ak{A) = 0. Suppose Si ^ 0. For each {r,s) G Si, compute
_ Im(
Take
bl = max{brs : {r,s) G Si, Im(âr) > 0 and Im(âs) < 0},
2^ = min {brs • {r, s) G Si, Im (ôr) < 0 and Im {as) > 0}.
Then Ak{A) is the line segment in C joining the points (a, — ap)bi + Op and (a, —
ap)62 + dp if bl < 62; otherwise, Ak{A) = 0.
MODIFIED ALGORITHM 2. Assume the situation mentioned in Modified Algorithm
1 does not hold. Check if the set So satisfies the following:
There are (ri, s i ) , . . . , {re, se) G So with £ > 3 such that
(5.1) {r i .s i} n {r2,S2} n . . . n {rf,Sf} = {i} for some 1 < Í < m.
If yes, define
^ Í
\
arg(a5, - i) if 7^  =t,
avg{t - Or, ) if Sj = t.
Relabel the indices so that 0 < 61 < • • • < 6( < 2TT. Consider the following three cases:
1. li de - 61 < TT, remove all pairs {rj,Sj) in So for j 7^  1,1. Then check again
whether the modified set still satisfies (5.1).
2. If öfc+i - 9k > TT for some fc, remove all pairs {rj,Sj) in So for j ^ k,k -\- I.
Then check again whether the modified set still satisfies (5.1).
3. If the above two items are not satisfied, then Afc(^) is either the empty set or
the singleton set {at}. In this case, check whether at lies in H{ar,as) for all
(r, s) G So. If yes, Ak{A) is the singleton set: otherwise, it is the empty set.
Finally, if the modified set So does not satisfy (5.1), then one can construct Ak{A) by
determining the intersection of all the half planes H{ar, o^) with (r, s) in the modified
set So.
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